Pre-Conference Forums - Wednesday, December 1, 2010

The 6th International Forum on Technology Assisted Learning and Training for Defence, Security and Emergency Services

2nd Berlin Forum on Technology and Learning Trends for Schools

Pre-Conference Workshops and Seminars - Wednesday, December 1, 2010

A programme of optional seminars and workshops will take place on Wednesday, December 1st, offering participants the opportunity to learn a new skill, enhance their knowledge or gather information about a specific topic. Not only are such activities excellent opportunities in themselves but they are also extremely valuable pre-conference networking activities in their own right. These are either full or half day events and the number of participants limited.

Full-day Events

- Know Thy Digital Self
- Virtual Pedagogies in Practice
- UNELearn – Collaborating on E-Learning in the United Nations
- Science from the Lab to the Public – The eKnowNet Project
- Home and Away Forum: Coaching Students from a Distance
- Neue Impulse für die Berufsbildung – Lernen in Online-Communities

Morning Events

- Great Design, Content and Technology Are Important, but Successful Implementation Is Essential
- Careers 2.0 – Supporting Educational Transitions with Web 2.0 and Social Software
- Moving Ahead to Learning for All: From Open Educational Resources to Open Educational Practices
- Think Big, Start Small: From E-Learning Networking to E-Learning Policies – Best Practices
- Mobile Learning for Everybody

M5 - Workshop

**Workshop Leader**

Gabrielle Hansen-Nygård, Sør-Trøndelag University College, Norway

**Time:** 09:00 - 13:00
**Price:** fully booked

Complete workshop description

Moodle 2.0 – Breaking Barriers

Afternoon Events

- Learning in the 'Third Dimension': Lessons from Successful Implementations
- Usable Representations of Learning Design for Educators and Instructional Designers
- The European Digital Education Agenda
- Let's Talk About Competent People
- Learning on the Move: Encouraging and Embedding the Use of Mobile Devices in Education